
F395 GRAPHIC DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL TYPE 
DYNAMIC FORCE PROCESSOR

2-Input SensorMulti Hold ModeWaveform Comparison Mode

Holding Value Display Function

Result obtained at any comparison mode can be 
checked from the holding value display. The details 
of holding value display can also be generated.   

Example: At Multi Hold Mode

NG Check Function
Up to 4 past NG waveforms can be recorded and 
checked. (2 for hysterisis/hysterisis 2 mode). 
File can also be generated.  

High/Low limit waveform can be easily created by 
sampling sensor input waveforms or by editing    
waveforms.
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2 ch is provided for sensor input. 2-D judgment is 
selected by connecting the sensor input to X and 
Y-axis respectively whereas external signal control 
can be selected by connecting both 2 ch to Y-axis.

 ※Std: ch1=strain gauge input; ch2=voltage input
   As option, ch1 can have voltage/current input and
   ch2 can have strain gauge/current input);
   ch1: fixed Y-axis;   ch2: settable X-Y axes
 When pulse input option is installed, Y-axis will
 be exclusively for sensor input.

Hysteresis / Hysteresis 2 Mode
Hysterisis mode samples the forward/return movement 
of waveform which changes with the displacement 
and is able to perform High/Low limit comparison of 
multiple points (max. 9 points). Hysterisis 2 mode 
performs the High/Low limit comparison of the 
difference (up to 3 points) between the forward/return 
measurement values.
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This mode compares the actually measured 
waveform against waveforms pre-set at the 
High/Low limits. The measured waveform is an NG 
waveform when any one of its points exceeds the 
preset waveforms. The NG points will be indicated 
with [+] on the screen. During the waveform 
comparison mode operation, only 1 point can be 
held in the hold (sample, peak or bottom) function.

This mode detects required points on the displayed 
waveform and judges it according to High/Low com-
parison or its like. Multiple points (max. 9 points) on 
the measured waveform can be compared with the 
High/Low limits. Comparison and judgment under a 
variety of setting conditions can be performed by 
changing the operation ch※ . 
※ Types of hold functions and High/Low limit setting 
values can be stored up to 32 ch.

● CE marking certification
● 4000 times/sec high-speed processing
    Installed with a high-speed A/D convertor and a CPU that can 

process the sensor input to output data at a speed of 4000 times/sec.
● Has a wide range of comparison control functions
　 ・  Waveform comparison mode
　 ・  Multi hold mode
　 ・  Hysterisis / hysterisis 2 mode
● Analog monitor output
 Voltage output is proportionate to the input signal making the 

recording on recorder convenient.
　 ・ Approx. 2V per 1 mV/V strain gauge input.
　 ・ Approx. 5.6V for 5V voltage input.
　 ・ Approx. 5.2V for 20mA current input.

● A variety of interfaces 
    RS-232C / DeviceNet / CC-Link.
● Large 5.7 inch color LCD module & touch panel
    Improved visibility and operability by the application of color LCD 

and touch screen panel.
   Provides easy viewing of measured values and tactile setting 

operation.
● Exclusive communication software
 Except for sampled waveforms and calibration data, other 

setting values can be edited and controlled in applications such 
as Microsoft Excel using this communication software.

● Free power source
 Caters for AC100V ~ 240V without having to switch over.
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